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Disability Statistics

• 25% of Canadians have a disability
(Morris et al., 2018)

• ~4% of UNBC students register
with the Access Resource Centre



Question 

• What have you tried (faculty), heard about (staff), or experienced 
(students) that has made courses more accessible this fall?



Course design and delivery impacts on 
accommodations (due to COVID-19)

Reduced request for

• Accommodation letters
• Notetakers (90% reduction)
• Exam bookings



Accessible Course Material

• Digital documents
• Journal articles
• Book chapters
• Reading packages
• Textbooks



Types of assistive software

• Screen Readers
• Used to navigate computers
• Read digital documents
• Examples
• Jaws
• NVDA
• Many options internationally



PDF

• Digital vs Scan
• Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
• When Scanning
• Single page
• No marks, underlining or highlighting
• High resolution



Screen Reader Guidelines
• Need clean copies
• Unable read columns or double pages
• Charts and tables are difficult
• Need alt text





Conversion
• laboration The formation of a more richly 

encoded
BNGRAM that is more easily accessible 
because
ways of contacting it in the process of 
retrievin
an unconscious process of expansion and
dally with reference to
memory trace or
there are many different
g a memory. Elaboration is
embellishment of detail,
idate a memory trace for a symbol long-term 
or representation storage, in a dream,
analyze and judge. 



Accessible Materials

• Where possible use the Library’s Syllabus services
• Higher quality scans
• High quality Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

• Email copyright@unbc.libanswers.com



Question

• What will you try (faculty), promote (staff), or hope for (students) to 
make courses more accessible for the January semester?
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